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Hyper Personalization
Amazon, is leveraging big data on 
its 200 million customer accounts 
by hosting their 1,000,000,000 GB 
of data on more than 1,400,000 
servers to increase sales through 
predictive analytics

Data is the lifeblood of Amazon
● personalized 

recommendations 
● price optimization 
● targeted marketing 
● forms loyal customer 

relationships by leveraging 
personal data



Your personal 
movie
The game is a mix of 
stunning artwork, smart 
writing, and crafty 
artificial intelligence 

Unlike with most current 
games, there’s no 
waiting for a scene to 
load; you move without 
interruption from game 
play to movie-like cut 
scenes. 

Its world feels fully 
realized, as if players 
could live in it and put 
down virtual roots.

Choose your own adventure
Interactive content is a new and fun way to 
experience Netflix. You can choose what the 
characters will do and how the story will continue! 

Each choice leads to a new adventure, so you can 
look at the content again and again and see a new 
story each time.



Medicine as unique as you! 



Everyone will have their own version of.….



Your own school, your own hospital, your own city

We will stop 
adjusting to 
schools, hospitals 
and cities, they will 
adjust to us...





“The Iversen Flip”

“80% of all resources and 
energy spent fixing stuff - only 
20% spent on preventing fuck 
ups” 

80/20



From cost effective ITC to value creating Digitalization
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Focus on the transformation



Lars Iversen
Vi mangler bare data



Kognitivt 

AI/ML og selvlærende 
algoritmer

100% data datadrevne 
prosesser 

Roboter gjør jobben bedre

Maskinene lærer av hverandre

  

Skal maskinene ha 
menneskelige rettigheter?



Disrupsjon og
utvikling

Visjon
• FoU
• Investeringer
• Kulturbygging

Strategisk 
planleggingTaktisk

12-24 
mnd.

2 – 5 år 5 – 10 år 10+ år

Mere data, fakta og sikkerhet

Større usikkerhetStrategiske tidshorisonter



NÅ

15 
år

5-10 år

Scenarioplanlegging

Hvor langt er de andre kommet?


